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Abstract
We present a massively parallel algorithm, with near-linear memory per machine, that computes a
(2 + ε)-approximation of minimum-weight vertex cover in O(log log d) rounds, where d is the average
degree of the input graph.
Our result ﬁlls the key remaining gap in the state-of-the-art MPC algorithms for vertex cover and
matching problems; two classic optimization problems, which are duals of each other. Concretely, a
recent line of work—by Czumaj et al. [STOC’18], Ghaﬀari et al. [PODC’18], Assadi et al. [SODA’19],
and Gamlath et al. [PODC’19]—provides O(log log n) time algorithms for (1+ε)-approximate maximum
weight matching as well as for (2+ε)-approximate minimum cardinality vertex cover. However, the latter
algorithm does not work for the general weighted case of vertex cover, for which the best known algorithm
remained at O(log n) time complexity.

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, and sparked by the practical successes of popular computing platforms such as MapReduce [DG08], Hadoop [Whi12], Dryad [IBY+ 07] and Spark [ZCF+ 10], the Massively Parallel Computation
(MPC) model has emerged as a theoretical abstraction for large-scale parallel computation and it is receiving increasingly more attention from the algorithmic community. In contrast to the ﬁne-grained parallelism
found in celebrated models such as the PRAM [Wyl79], this new model allows for a higher-level of granularity. In particular, instead of breaking computation into small read or write operations (and basic calculations)
that are assumed to happen in lock-step rounds across all processors, the model assumes that each machine
can process a small (e.g., polynomially smaller than the entire input) chunk of data per time unit and focuses
on the number of rounds of parallelism in such a coarse-grained view. We formally introduce the model in
Section 1.1.
Shortly after its inception, it has been shown that MPC is at least as powerful as PRAM [KSV10, GSZ11].
Soon after, signiﬁcantly faster algorithms were developed for a number of important graph problems. The
exact speedup depends on the memory that one machine has with respect to the total number of vertices
present in the graph. In the setting where each machine has roughly a linear amount of memory with respect
to the number of vertices, many of the central problems have been solved in O(log log n) rounds. This is
true for problems including Maximal Independent Set, nearly Maximum Matching, Maximal Matching, and
2-approximate Minimum Cardinality Vertex Cover [CŁM+ 19, BHH19, GGK+ 18]. The general technique
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is a certain “round compression”, which starts with an O(log n) round PRAM or LOCAL [Lin92] model
algorithm and successively compresses a considerable fraction of the remaining rounds of the algorithm into
just one round of the MPC model. However, these results do not extend to the Minimum Weight Vertex Cover
problem and particularly the compression technique fails in managing the deviations created in the weighted
case. Indeed, prior to this work, the question of a similar algorithm for the weighted case remained open,
and the best known algorithm for the weighted case remained at the classic O(log n) time that follows from
PRAM and LOCAL model literature (e.g. [KY09]). In this paper, we resolve this problem by presenting an
O(log log n) time algorithm for the weighted case.
In the next sections we formally introduce the MPC model and the current state-of-the-art. Consequently
we describe our technical contributions on a high level.

1.1 Model Description
In this work we use the MPC (Massively Parallel Computation) model, which can be traced back to descriptions given by Karloﬀ et al. [KSV10] and Feldman et al. [FMS+ 10], and was later reﬁned by several works
[GSZ11, BKS17, ANOY14]. In the most general setting we have the following description: given a problem
with input size N , there are M machines, each with S words of memory. The size of each machine’s memory
is assumed to be considerably (e.g., polynomially) smaller than the entire data of the problem. More concretely, the memory size S is assumed to satisfy S ≤ N 1−α for a constant α > 0. Ideally, we want to be able
to work with as small as possible memory requirement, per machine. Since the cluster of machines has to be
able to store the input, a natural lower bound for the number of machines is M ≥ N
S ; this is typically tight up
N
e
to a logarithmic factor and we usually assume M = Θ( S ). Initially the input is divided arbitrarily among
all machines. Computation proceeds in synchronous rounds, where in each round every machine can execute
some computation on the data it holds. This local computation is restricted to be of polynomial running time
with respect to the local memory size. After this computation, there is a round of communication where each
machine can send to every other machine some data – thus the network graph is the complete graph. The
only restriction on the communication is that the total amount of data that one machine sends or receives
cannot exceed its memory capacity S. The bottleneck in this model is the communication. Therefore the
analysis of an algorithm running in the MPC model is focused on the number of rounds.
When considering graph problems, for most problems, the technical diﬃculty (and the round complexity)
of the problem increases as the memory per machine decreases. We will soon discuss instances of this.
Considering this eﬀect, in the literature, there is a further distinction of the regimes of the MPC model based
on how much memory a machine has relative to the number of vertices, n, in the graph:
(A) Strongly super-linear memory regime: S ≥ n1+β , for a constant β ∈ (0, 1)
e
(B) Near-linear memory regime: S ∈ Θ(n)

(C) Strongly sub-linear memory regime: S ≤ n1−β , for a constant β ∈ (0, 1)

The goal in the area is to obtain fast algorithms for as small as possible memory requirements, per machine.

1.2 State-of-the-Art
First of all, by positive simulation results from Karloﬀ et al. [KSV10] and Goodrich et al. [GSZ11] it is known
that any CREW PRAM algorithm using O(n2−2ε ) total memory, O(n2−2ε ) processors and t = t(n) time can
be run in O(t) rounds of MPC. The primary goal in the MPC model is to ﬁnd algorithms that run strictly (and
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ideally signiﬁcantly) faster than their PRAM counterparts. For the problems in focus in this paper—(2 + ε)approximate Vertex Cover, Maximal Matching, and (1 + ε)-approximate Maximum Matching—O(log n)
time algorithms are known through this simulation and via classic results in the PRAM and LOCAL model
[II86, LPSP08]. The primary goal for these problems in the MPC setting is to obtain algorithms with time
complexity much faster than O(log n), ideally with as small as possible memory requirements per machine.
For the strongly super-linear memory regime, Lattanzi et al. [LMSV11] provided a constant round algorithm to ﬁnd a maximal matching. Using that algorithm as a building block they also provided constant
round algorithms to compute an 8-approximate weighted maximum matching, 2-approximate minimum vertex cover and 3/2-approximate minimum edge cover.
The near-linear memory regime presented much more diﬃculty and for a number of years, there was
no sub-logarithmic time algorithm known for any of these problems. That changed with a breakthrough
from Czumaj et al. that showed the ﬁrst sub-logarithmic time algorithm for maximum matching [CŁM+ 19].
In that work the authors present an algorithm that computes a (2 + ε)-approximate maximum matching in
O((log log n)2 ) MPC rounds. Later this result has been improved and simpliﬁed by Assadi et al. [ABB+ 19]
and Ghaﬀari et al. [GGK+ 18] to reach an O(log log n) round algorithm that computes a (1 + ε)-approximate
maximum matching. Moreover, the method of Ghaﬀari et al. [GGK+ 18] also provides a (2+ ε)-approximate
minimum cardinality vertex cover. Gamlath et al. [GKMS19] showed an extension of the matching problem
to the weighted case, providing a (1 + ε)-approximate maximum weight matching in O(log log n) rounds.
However, the weighted case of the vertex cover problem has remained open and the best known algorithm
remains at the O(log n) complexity that follows from the PRAM literature.
A remark regarding the strongly sub-linear memory regime. The case of the strongly sub-linear memory
regime appears to be considerably harder and there is no known poly(log log n) round algorithm for the
general case √
of any of the above problems. The best known result is a work of Ghaﬀari and Uitto [GU19] that
e
provides O( log n)-round algorithms for maximal independent set, maximal matching, 2-approximation
of minimum vertex cover, and (1 + ε)-approximation of maximum matching. For special graph families,
concretely trees and low arboricity graphs, poly(log log n) round algorithms were provided by Behnezhad et
al. [BBD+ 19].

1.3 Our Contributions
Our main result, which positively answers the open question for the weighted case of vertex cover in the
near-linear memory regime, is as follows:
e
Theorem 1.1. There is a randomized MPC algorithm, with O(n)
memory per machine, that computes a
(2 + ε)-approximate minimum weight vertex cover in O(log log d) rounds in any input graph with n vertices
and average degree d, with high probability1 .
We emphasize that our round complexity is a function of the average degree d, instead of the maximum
degree ∆. We are not aware of any prior work in MPC where the round complexity is a function of the
average degree.
Let us brieﬂy discuss the method: Our algorithm follows a similar outline with the algorithm by Ghaffari et al. [GGK+ 18] for the unweighted case, and more generally the round compression idea introduced by
Czumaj et al. [CŁM+ 19], but with some crucial and important changes that allow us to handle the weighted
case.
1
As standard, we use the phrase with high probability, or the abbreviation w.h.p., to indicate that an event happens with probability
at least 1 − n1c for any desirable constant c > 0.
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The general round compression technique works roughly as follows: randomly partition the vertices
among a small set of machines and simulate many iterations of a suitable LOCAL algorithm on the induced
subgraphs in these machines. Then communicate the results and repeat for a few steps. The power lies in the
possibility to simulate up to a constant fraction of the iterations of the LOCAL algorithm, by just working on
the randomly partitioned graph and without any further communication among the machines, since the error
incurred from neglecting cross-partition interactions is very small (which can be shown using concentration
inequalities).
Compared to the unweighted case, it is more diﬃcult to analyze the behaviour of the progress that is
being made during the algorithm, simply because there is an additional factor that inﬂuences the behaviour
of a vertex, namely its weight. The behaviour of a vertex in the unweighted setting is completely dependent
on its degree, which is moreover possible to estimate after taking a random subgraph. This property does not
hold when vertex weights are added—due to the inherent deviations in the related random variables—and
hence additional ideas are needed to make sure that we can still simulate the vertices well and moreover, that
our algorithm makes enough progress in each step.
After introducing the necessary background, in Section 3.2 we will give an overview of our novel ideas for
resolving the above-mentioned issues in the weighted case. We suspect that some of the ideas presented there
for handling weights in round compression might ﬁnd applications in other instances of round compression,
where we have to deal with weights (and where natural sampling ideas face deviation issues).
Implications for Congested Clique. A very closely related model, which has received signiﬁcant attention
over the past few years from the distributed computing community, is the congested clique model [LPSPP05].
This model was initially proposed to capture computing on overlay networks. The network is presented as
a fully connected graph, where on each node there is a machine and the machines can communicate in an
all-to-all fashion. The precise method of communication is abstracted away – there could be a direct link
between all machines or a routing protocol to make communication possible. Therefore, the communication
is considered to be the bottleneck and only small messages can be sent (of size O(log n), with n the number
of nodes in the graph). Computation proceeds again in synchronized rounds where each machine executes
some local computation and then sends messages to other machines. The local memory and computation
power are assumed to be unlimited.
In [BDH18, Theorem 3.2] the authors show a two-way simulation to show that the near-linear memory
MPC setting, in their words semi-MapReduce, is equivalent to congested clique. Thus, our result also implies
an O(log log d) round algorithm for (2+ε) approximate minimum weight vertex cover in the congested clique
model.
Roadmap. The remaining sections are structured as follows: Section 2 presents some basic preliminaries
and notation. In Section 3, we provide an in depth description of our algorithm. Then, Section 4 provides the
detailed analysis of the memory requirements, round complexity, and accuracy achieved by our algorithm.

2 Preliminaries
We denote an undirected graph G = (V, E) by its vertex set V and its edge set E, where an edge e ∈ E is
an unordered pair of vertices, e.g. e = (u, v) represents an undirected edge between the vertices u, v ∈ V .
Furthermore, we denote the degree of a vertex with d(v) and the maximum degree of any vertex present in
the graph is ∆. In this paper we consider graphs with vertex weights, denoted w(u) ∈ R+ for u ∈ V . For
a vertex subset V ′ ⊆ V , we will use the notation E[V ′ ] to denote {e = (u, v) ∈ E | u ∈ V ′ , v ∈ V ′ }, the
edges in the induced subgraph of V ′ . We use E[V ′ ; V ′′ ] to denote {e = (u, v) ∈ E | u ∈ V ′ , v ∈ V ′′ }.
4

min
s.t.

P Primal
v∈V zv · w(v)
zu + zv ≥ 1
zv ≥ 0

∀(u, v) ∈ E
∀v ∈ V

max
s.t.

PDual
e∈E xe
P
e∋v xe ≤ w(v)
xe ≥ 0

∀v ∈ V
∀e ∈ E

Figure 1: Linear programming relaxation for MWVC
e )
For asymptotic notations O, Θ, Ω, an additional tilde hides polylogarithmic factors. For example, O(f
denotes O(f · poly log(f )).
We will frequently use the following form of Chernoﬀ bounds to bound the tails of a sum of independent
random variables.
P
Theorem 2.1 (Chernoﬀ bounds). Let X = ni=1 Xi be the summation of independent random variables,
each assuming values in [0, 1]. Let µ = E(X). Then
• P(|X − µ| ≥ δµ) ≤ 2 exp (−δ2 µ/3) for 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1.
• P(|X − µ| ≥ δµ) ≤ 2 exp (−δµ/3) for δ > 1.
More information about the background and applications of these Chernoﬀ bounds can be found in
[DP09].

3 The Algorithm
As discussed earlier in the introduction, our MPC algorithm follows the framework of [GGK+ 18] and uses
the powerful round compression technique ﬁrst introduced in [CŁM+ 19]. Recall that a critical part of such
an MPC algorithm is a centralized/LOCAL algorithm that allows for eﬃcient simulation under random sampling.
In the following section we describe the centralized algorithm we will use and analyse its approximation
guarantee. Then in the next section we give an overview of our MPC algorithm and highlight the diﬀerences
with the algorithm for the unweighted case [GGK+ 18]. In the last section we outline the full MPC algorithm.

3.1 Centralized Algorithm
We ﬁrst describe a centralized algorithm for computing a (2 + ε)-approximate weighted vertex cover, using
the standard primal-dual framework; this approach can be traced back to the ﬁrst studies on approximating
the vertex cover problem [Hoc82, BYE81].
We maintain
P the dual variables {xe }e∈E which form a valid fractional matching, i.e., they satisfy the dual
constraints e∋v xe ≤ w(v) for all v ∈ V . Every vertex has a status of being active or frozen, indicating
whether this vertex is still participating in the algorithm. We say an edge is active, if and only if both of its
endpoints are active. We start with a valid fractional matching, and set all vertices to be active. Then, we
5

slowly increase the dual variable xe of every active edge e, while not violating the dual constraints. When
the dual constraint of a vertex becomes near-tight, we freeze this vertex and include it in our vertex cover
solution. In the end, we can show by weak LP-duality that this solution is indeed a (2+O(ε))-approximation.
Algorithm 1 implements such a primal-dual scheme. The choices of the initial weights xe and the thresholds Tv,t are not speciﬁed in the description. We will specify them later when we simulate this centralized
algorithm in the MPC model and compare their behaviour. Next, we analyze the approximation guarantee of
this centralized algorithm.
Algorithm 1: A generic centralized MWVC algorithm
1. Input: graph G = (V, E), weight function w : V → R+
2. Initialization: let {xe,0 } (xe,0 > 0 for all e ∈ E) be an arbitrary valid fractional matching
3. Let Tv,t be arbitrary numbers from interval [1 − 4ε, 1 − 2ε], for all v ∈ V and integers t ≥ 0
4. While at least one edge is active, iterate t ← 0, 1, . . . :
P
(a) For each active vertex v satisfying yv,t := e∋v xe,t ≥ Tv,t · w(v): freeze v and its incident
edges
(b) For each active edge e: xe,t+1 := xe,t /(1 − ε)
(c) For each frozen edge e: xe,t+1 := xe,t

5. Return all frozen vertices as a vertex cover

P
Observation 3.1. For all t ≥ 0, the dual constraint e∋v xe,t ≤ w(v) is satisfied for all v ∈ V . In other
words, Algorithm 1 maintains a valid fractional matching.
Proof. We do a proof by induction on t. The validity for t = 0 is ensured by the initialization requirement.
For the inductive step, assume that {xe,t }e∈E is a valid fractional matching. By the start of iteration t + 1,
for any active vertex v,
X
e∋v

xe,t+1 ≤

X xe,t
Tv,t w(v)
(1 − 2ε)w(v)
<
≤
< w(v).
1
−
ε
1
−
ε
(1 − ε)
e∋v

where the second inequality follows from the fact that vertex v was not frozen in iteration t. For any frozen
vertex v,
X
X
xe,t+1 =
xe,t ≤ w(v).
e∋v

e∋v

Lemma 3.2 (Weak LP-duality). Let OP T be the total weight of the minimum weight
vertex cover C ∗ of
P
graph G = (V, E), and {xe }e∈E be any fractional matching of G. Then OP T ≥ e∈E xe .

Proof. Observe that

OP T =

X

v∈C ∗

w(v) ≥

X

v∈C ∗

6

X

u:(u,v)∈E

x(u,v) ≥

X

e∈E

xe .

Proposition 3.3. When Algorithm 1 terminates, it returns a vertex cover C which satisfies
w(C) ≤ (2 + 10ε)OP T,
where OP T is the weight of a minimum weight vertex cover.
Proof. We ﬁrst claim that the returned set of frozen vertices forms a valid vertex cover. This follows from
the fact that the algorithm only terminates when all edges have been frozen, i.e. when they contain at least
one vertex that is frozen. Therefore the set of frozen vertices covers all the edges.
Next we will relate the weight of the fractional matching to the size of the vertex cover and use LPduality to prove the claimed approximation ratio. Denote the value of the ﬁnal fractional matching by WM =
P
e∈E xe . For every vertex v in the returned vertex cover C,
yv =

X
e∋v

xe ≥ Tv,t∗ w(v) ≥ (1 − 4ε)w(v),

where t∗ is the iteration in which v became frozen. As each edge can be covered at most twice, once per
endpoint, we have
X
XX
2WM = 2
xe ≥
xe ≥ (1 − 4ε)w(C),
where w(C) denotes

P

e∈E

v∈C

v∈C e∋v

w(v). Then, by weak LP-duality,

w(C) ≤

2
2
WM ≤
OP T < (2 + 10ε)OP T.
1 − 4ε
1 − 4ε

3.2 Overview
Before presenting our MPC algorithm, let us brieﬂy review the algorithm for the unweighted case from
Ghaﬀari et al. [GGK+ 18].
A recap on the approach of Ghaffari et al. [GGK+ 18]. Their algorithm proceeds in phases, where the
machines only communicate
√ after each phase. At the start of a phase, the vertices are partitioned uniformly
at random among m = δ machines, where δ is an upper bound on the current maximum degree (in the
induced subgraph of nonfrozen vertices). Next, each machine gathers the induced subgraph on the vertices
it received and simulates the LOCAL primal-dual algorithm (Algorithm 1, with w(v) = 1, ∀v ∈ V ) on this
subgraph, where the initialization of the fractional matching is taken as xe,0 = 1/n. This LOCAL algorithm
is simulated by only inspecting the local neighborhood of each vertex, i.e. the neighbors that landed on
the same machine. When checking the dual constraints (Line (4a) of Algorithm 1), the algorithm uses the
(scaled) total weight of incident edges from local neighbors, which is an unbiased estimate of the total incident weight on the full graph. These estimates are sharply concentrated, and hence through the use of random
thresholds Tv,t , with good probability, the behaviour of this simulation is very close to the behaviour of the
LOCAL algorithm on the full graph for all iterations.2 Their algorithm proceeds by reducing the maximum
degree until δ < poly log n, at which point the algorithm terminates in one more step solving the remaining
e
instance (with only O(n)
edges) on one machine.
2

We refer readers to [GGK+ 18, Section 4.2] for more intuition on their random thresholding technique and a discussion of its
necessity.
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Our algorithm for the weighted case uses the framework of Ghaﬀari et al. [GGK+ 18], but has a few key
diﬀerences. In the following, we give a high-level description of our new techniques.
Non-uniform initialization of edge weights. First of all, we use a diﬀerent initialization n
of the LOCAL
o
w(u) 3
,
algorithm. Instead of using the standard initialization x(u,v) = 1/n, we use x(u,v) := min w(v)
d(v) d(u) .
This non-standard initialization will be crucial to the analysis of our MPC algorithm. We ﬁrst give a succinct
analysis of this initialization in the centralized setting.
o
n
w(u)
,
Proposition 3.4. The initialization x(u,v),0 := min w(v)
d(v) d(u) is valid. Moreover, Algorithm 1 terminates
after O(log ∆) iterations under this initialization.
P
Proof. For every vertex v, e∋v xe,0 ≤ d(v) · w(v)
d(v) = w(v).
For the running time, consider any edge e = (u, v) and w.l.o.g. assume its initial weight is xe,0 = w(u)
d(u) .
If e is active after log(1/(1−ε)) (∆) iterations, we have that xe ≥ w(u), which violates the dual constraint and
cannot happen. Hence, the algorithm terminates after log(1/(1−ε)) (∆) ∈ O(log ∆) iterations.

One can see that the standard initial assignment xe,0 = 1/n also yields a correct LOCAL algorithm
for the weighted vertex cover problem, assuming the weights of vertices are rescaled so that w(v) ≥ 1.
However, the running time of this LOCAL algorithm would depend on the size of the maximum vertex
weight: O(log(W n)) with W = maxv∈V w(v), which is undesirable.
w(u)
w(v) w(u)
One might want to use x(u,v) := min{ w(v)
∆ , ∆ } instead of x(u,v) := min{ d(v) , d(u) } for initialization.
The former has smaller weights, and hence causes the primal-dual algorithm to make progress slower, though
this diﬀerence is not obvious in the LOCAL model—the former initialization achieves the same time bound
as stated in Proposition 3.4. However, when performing MPC simulation of the LOCAL algorithm, we could
only achieve O(log log ∆) round complexity when using the former way of initialization. Using the latter
one, we can achieve round complexity O(log log d) (where d is the average degree) as claimed in the main
result.
Analysis of progress via orienting edges. An integral part of applying round compression is that the
graph gets sparsiﬁed, and hence we need to quantify this progress. In Ghaﬀari et al.’s unweighted algorithm [GGK+ 18], each nonfrozen edge has the same weight xt = (1/n)/(1−ε)t , so the number of nonfrozen
neighbors of any vertex is upper bounded by 1/xt , which gives a natural characterization of the sparsity of
the remaining graph. For the weighted case, that characterization of progress does not hold anymore, due to
our non-uniform initialization.
w(v)
Instead, we will use an orientation argument. We orient every edge (u, v) from u to v if w(u)
d(u) < d(v) .
Then, since every edge e outward from vertex u has initial weight equal to w(u)
d(u) , we can give a natural upper
bound on the out-degree of u, and analyze the out-degree shrinking over time. Although we do not have
control on the (undirected) degrees of vertices, our upper bounds on the out-degrees still allow us to bound
the total number of remaining edges and measure the progress of the algorithm.
Not simulating low degree vertices. Recall that the LOCAL algorithm needs to be simulated after taking a
random sample of the vertices, and the accuracy of the simulation relies on necessary concentration bounds
of the incident edge weight for each vertex. In the weighted case, low degree vertices can cause diﬃculties for
proving such concentration, since (1) they can have big initial weights (due to our non-standard initialization),
3
The actual initialization used in our MPC simulation is slightly diﬀerent regarding the deﬁnition of residual degrees d(u), for
technical reasons (see Remark 4.2).
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which introduce large deviation; and, (2) the sampling rate is not enough for their neighborhood. (For the
algorithm of the unweighted case this is not an issue, since a low degree vertex cannot become frozen during
the early stages of the LOCAL algorithm)
To alleviate the issue we divide the vertices in two classes at the start of a phase: in V high are all the
nonfrozen vertices with a high degree, deﬁned as vertices v such that
d(v) ≥ d0.95 , where d(v) is the degree
1 P
of vertex v with respect to nonfrozen neighbors only, and d := n v∈V nonfrozen d(v).4 The other nonfrozen
vertices of low degree are called inactive, and are gathered in V inactive . Then only the vertices in V high are
partitioned and simulated in this phase. In the analysis we will see that despite only simulating a subset of
the vertices the algorithm still makes enough progress in one phase on reducing the average degree to reach
an overall running time of O(log log d) MPC rounds.
Other changes in our analysis. Since we need to deal with weights and degrees in our sampling/simulation
arguments, the required concentration bounds are more delicate than the previous work [GGK+ 18].
To simplify some parts of the analysis, we make another modiﬁcation of the algorithm. Recall that in
Ghaﬀari et al.’s [GGK+ 18] algorithm, the (scaled) total incident weight of local neighbors was used as an
estimate of the actual total incident weight on the full graph. This estimate is unbiased, and could have error
on either of the two directions. One of them is easy to deal with, while the other one requires a much more
diﬃcult analysis (see the discussion in [GGK+ 18, Section 4.4.4] on “late-bad vertices”). In our algorithm,
we simply introduce a bias term to the estimator (Line 2(g)i of Algorithm 2), so that with high probability
it only has one-sided error comparing to the actual total incident weight. This will make the analysis easier
when we compare the behaviour of our MPC simulation with the centralized algorithm in Section 4.3.

3.3 MPC Simulation
Our MPC algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. As described in the previous section our MPC algorithm
consists of several phases: each execution of the while-loop at Line (2) is a phase, and the ﬁnal execution
of the centralized algorithm at Line (3) is the last phase of the algorithm. Each phase consists of several
iterations, which are similar as in the centralized algorithm.
Vertices may become frozen in a phase. Once frozen, they will remain frozen throughout the rest of the
algorithm. An edge is called frozen if and only if at least one of its endpoints is frozen. If edge e becomes
frozen in a phase, then by the end of this phase—in particular, at Line (2h) and Line (2j)—it will be assigned a
P C , which will never be changed in the following phases. Since the weights of frozen
nonnegative weight xM
e
P
P C as the weight of
edges are already ﬁnalized, we will use residual weight w′ (v) = w(v) − e∋v frozen xM
e
vertex v when we start the new phase; this makes the analysis cleaner. After the algorithm terminates, every
PC.
edge e ∈ E will be frozen and have a ﬁnalized edge weight xM
e
√
high
Per phase, we partition the high-degree vertices V
uniformly at random between m = d machines,
and the respective induced subgraphs are gathered on each machine; the sampling probability is chosen
e
such that the size of the induced subgraph for one machine does not exceed its memory constraint O(n).
Subsequently, the centralized algorithm is simulated in each of the m induced subgraphs locally. When
M P C as a local estimator of the total incident weight of v.
comparing with the thresholds Tv,t , we use yev,t
P C to every edge e =
After all machines have ﬁnished their local simulation, we assign an edge weight xM
e
(u, v) ∈ E[V high ]—especially those cross-partition edges which did not participate in the local simulation—
based on the earliest iteration where either of u, v became frozen during their respective local simulation. For
P C are their ﬁnalized edge weights. Edges in E[V inactive ; V high ] may have
frozen edges e ∈ E[V high ], xM
e
PC
got frozen, too; their weights are ﬁnalized as 0. We also freeze the vertices whose sum of incident xM
e
4

Note that d is not quite the “average” degree; the denominator is always n regardless of the number of nonfrozen vertices v.
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Algorithm 2: MPC-Simulation for MWVC
1. Input: graph G = (V, E), weight function w : V → R+
P
2. While d := n1 v∈V nonfrozen d(v) > log30 n:

(a) Let V high ← {v nonfrozen | d(v) ≥ d0.95 }, V inactive ← {v nonfrozen | d(v) < d0.95 }
P
PC
(b) Compute residual weights for all v ∈ V high : w′ (v) ← w(v) − e∋v, frozen xM
e
n ′
o
′
P C := min w (u) , w (v)
(c) Initial edge weights for all e = (u, v) ∈ E[V high ]: xM
e,0
d(u) d(v)

(d) Let Tv,t be independent random numbers uniformly chosen from [1 − 4ε, 1 − 2ε], for all
v ∈ V high and 0 ≤ t < I
√
m
(e) Set number of machines m := d, and number of iterations I := 10log
log 15
(f) Partition V high into m sets V1 , . . . , Vm by assigning each vertex to a machine independently
and uniformly at random
(g) For each i ∈ {1, . . . , m} in parallel, iterate t ← 0, 1, . . . , I − 1:

i. For each active v ∈ Vi satisfying
P
′
MP C ≥ T
M P C := 2m−0.2 · 15t + m ·
yev,t
v,t · w (v): freeze v and its incident
e∋v;e∈E[Vi ] xe,t
edges
M P C /(1 − ε)
PC
ii. For each active edge e ∈ E[Vi ]: xM
e,t+1 := xe,t

MP C
PC
iii. For each frozen edge e ∈ E[Vi ]: xM
e,t+1 := xe,t

′

P C ← xM P C /(1 − ε)t , where 0 ≤ t′ < I is the earliest
(h) For each e = (u, v) ∈ E[V high ]: xM
e
e,0
iteration in which either one of u, v was frozen; or t′ = I if both remain active
P
P C ≥ w ′ (v): freeze v and
(i) For each active v ∈ V high satisfying yvM P C := e∋v;e∈E[V high ] xM
e
its incident edges
PC ← 0
(j) For each e ∈ E[V inactive ; V high ]: xM
e

(k) Update residual degree for all nonfrozen v: d(v) ← number of nonfrozen neighbors of v
3. Directly run the centralized algorithm in one machine
P on the subgraph induced by nonfrozen
′
vertices, with residual weights w (v) ← w(v) − e∋v, frozen xe

4. Return all frozen vertices as a vertex cover
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is too big, so as to prevent them from having negative residual weight in the next phase. Once the average
e
degree is below log30 n, there are at most n log30 n ∈ O(n)
edges left.5 Then, we move all edges into one
machine, which executes the last iterations of the centralized algorithm.

4 Analysis
In this chapter we provide an analysis of Algorithm 2, the MPC simulation. The analysis is split into three
major parts. In Section 4.1 we address the memory constraints for the machines. In Section 4.2 we derive
the round complexity by analyzing the degree reduction in each phase. Finally, we turn the attention to the
approximation ratio in Section 4.3.

4.1 Memory Constraint
Recall that V high is divided into subsets V1 , . . . , Vm , where each vertex v ∈ V high is independently randomly
assigned to one of the subsets. To simulate one phase, the i-th machine (1 ≤ i ≤ m) needs to store the
P C and vertex weights w ′ (v). We do not need to
subgraph induced by Vi , together with edge weights xM
e,0
store the random thresholds Tv,t , as they can be sampled on the ﬂy. In the following lemma we show that the
induced graph of Vi with high probability contains at most O(n) edges, so the necessary information can ﬁt
into one machine.
Lemma 4.1. At Line (2f), with high probability |E[Vi ]| ∈ O(n) hold for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
√
Proof. Recall that m = d, and V1 , . . . , Vm is a random partition of V high . Fixing any i ∈ {1, . . . , m},
deﬁne independent random variables sv ∈ [0, 1] for all v ∈ V high as: if v ∈ Vi then sv := d(v)/n; otherwise
√
P
P
d
≤m
= d. By Chernoﬀ bound, we have
sv := 0. Then E[ v∈V high sv ] = v∈V high d(v)/n
m
X
√
√
P[
sv > 2 d] ≤ exp(− d/3).
v∈V high

Recall that d > log30 n. Hence, with high probability we have
X
X
√
d(v) = n ·
sv ≤ 2n d.
v∈Vi

v∈V high

For any v ∈ V high , let di (v) denote the number of its neighbors in Vi . Similarly by Chernoﬀ bound, we
have
2d(v)
] ≤ exp(−d(v)/3m) ≤ exp(−d0.45 /3),
P[di (v) >
m
where the last inequality follows from the deﬁnition of V high . Hence, with high probability we have
√
X
X 2d(v)
1
1
2n
d
|E(G′ [Vi ])| =
di (v) ≤
≤
= 2n.
2
2
m
m
v∈Vi

v∈Vi

We ﬁnish the proof by a union bound over all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
We have shown that the near-linear
p local memory constraint is satisﬁed. Since the number of machines
√
√
e dn) ≤
used for simulation is m = d ≤ |E|/n, the total memory used is with high probability O(
e
O(|E|),
so the global memory constraint is also satisﬁed.
5

We did not attempt to optimize this 30 constant in the exponent.
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4.2 Round Complexity
Our algorithm runs in multiple phases, each of which can be implemented in O(1) MPC rounds. The number
of nonfrozen edges is reduced in each phase, and in the end we switch to the centralized algorithm when the
nonfrozen edges ﬁt in one machine. We will bound the round complexity by showing that the number of
nonfrozen edges signiﬁcantly decreases in each phase.
As discussed in Section 3.2, we use an orientation argument. At the beginning of the phase, we orient
′ (v)
′ (u)
< wd(v)
and reverse
the edges e ∈ E[V high ] in the following way: direct the edge (u, v) from u to v if wd(u)
otherwise, breaking ties arbitrarily. After this orientation, the incident edges around vertex v split in two
parts: Nin (v) contains all edges directed towards v and Nout (v) contains all edges directed outward from v.
′
′
P C = w (v) , and for each edge e ∈ N (v) we have xM P C ≤ w (v) .
For each edge e ∈ Nout (v) we have xM
in
e,0
e,0
d(v)
d(v)
Remark 4.2. Note that d(v) is deﬁned as the number of nonfrozen neighbors of v (see Line (2k)), i.e., the
degree of v in the subgraph induced by V high ∪ V inactive . It is not deﬁned as the number of v’s neighbors
in V high .
A ﬁrst observation to make is that the active out-degree decreases signiﬁcantly over a phase.
Observation 4.3 (Active out-degree). After Line (2i) finishes, for any active vertex v ∈ V high , denote with
high is still active. Then
dout
A (v) the number of edges (v, u) directed outward from v such that u ∈ V
I
dout
A (v) ≤ d(v)(1 − ε) .
′

P C = w (v) at the
Proof. Recall that for every edge e ∈ E[V high ] directed outward from v, we set xM
e,0
d(v)
beginning of this phase. Assume towards a contradiction that after Line (2i) ﬁnishes there exists an active
I
M P C = xM P C =
v ∈ V high with dout
e,I
A (v) > d(v)(1 − ε) . The weight of active out-edges is at this point xe
w ′ (v)
d(v)(1−ε)I

. Therefore,

X

yvM P C =

PC
xM
e

e∋v;e∈E[V high ]

≥ dout
A (v) ·
> w′ (v),

w′ (v)
d(v)(1 − ε)I

meaning that v would have been frozen at Line (2i), hence there is no such vertex.
Using Observation 4.3 we show that the number of nonfrozen edges is decreasing over the course of a
phase.
Lemma 4.4. With high probability, after Line (2k) finishes, the number of remaining nonfrozen edges is
X
1
d(v) ≤ 2nd(1 − ε)I .
2
v∈V nonfrozen

Proof. A remaining nonfrozen edge is either incident to a low-degree vertex v ∈ V inactive , or in E[V high ]
and has been active during this phase. Recall that
X
nd =
d(v)
V high ∪V inactive
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(see Line (2) and Line (2a)). Combining Observation 4.3 and the deﬁnition of V inactive , we have that the
number of remaining active edges is at most
X
X
0.95
≤
dout
d(v)(1 − ε)I + nd0.95
A (v) + n · d
v∈V high

v∈V high

≤ nd(1 − ε)I + nd0.95

≤ 2nd(1 − ε)I .

The last inequality holds as (1 − ε)I = (1 − ε)log d/20 log 15 ≥ d−1/20 .
Theorem 4.5. The MPC simulation with high probability takes at most O(log log d) rounds, where d =
2|E|/n is the initial average degree of the input graph.
Proof. As each phase takes O(1) MPC rounds, we now need to show that the condition at Line (2) breaks
after O(log log d) phases. Using Lemma 4.4 and the deﬁnition of I (see Line (2e)), it remains to show that
log di

dk ≤ log30 n holds for some k ∈ O(log log d), where d0 = d and di+1 ≤ 4di (1 − ε) 20 log 15 .
Assume 0 < ε < 1/2 and deﬁne the constant γ = log(1/(1−ε))
∈ (0, 1). When di > log30 n, we have
40 log 15
di+1 ≤ 4d1−2γ
≤ d1−γ
i
i
for suﬃciently large n. Hence we have dk ≤

d1−γ
k−1

≤ ··· ≤

k
d(1−γ)

≤ log

O(log log d).

30

n for some k ≤




log log d 30 log log n



log 1 (1−γ)

4.3 Approximation Ratio
In this section, we will prove the approximation guarantee of our MPC algorithm. To achieve this, we consider
one phase of the MPC algorithm, and imagine running the centralized algorithm on the induced subgraph of
P C and random thresholds T
V high , with the same vertex weights w′ (v), initial edge weights xM
v,t that are
e,0
used in this phase of MPC simulation, and then compare the behaviour of these two algorithms.
Recall that the edge weights and total incident weights in the centralized algorithm are denoted by xe,t
P C . By Proposition 3.4 we know this initialization is valid.
and yv,t . We have xe,0 := xM
e,0
P C (0 ≤ t ≤ I) for all
In the description of the MPC algorithm, we have deﬁned edge weights xM
e,t
local edges e ∈ E[V1 ] ∪ · · · ∪ E[Vm ]. We can easily extend this deﬁnition to all edges in E[V high ] (that is,
M P C for all
including cross-partition edges), in the sense as given by Line (2h). Similarly we can deﬁne yv,t
high
v∈V
, 0 ≤ t ≤ I (as at Line (2i)).
We will prove the following key lemma, stating that the behaviour of our MPC simulation is similar to
that of the centralized algorithm.
m
Lemma 4.6. Consider one phase of the MPC algorithm. Run the centralized algorithm for I := 10log
log 15
P C , and
iterations on the graph induced by V high , with the same vertex weights w′ , initial edge weights xM
e,0
random thresholds Tv,t . With high probability, we have

and
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ I and all v ∈ V high .

MP C
|yv,t − yev,t
| ≤ 6ε · w′ (v),

MP C
|yv,t − yv,t
| ≤ 6ε · w′ (v),
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∈

Before proving this lemma, we show how it implies the approximation guarantee of our MPC algorithm.
Theorem 4.7. With high probability, Algorithm 2 returns a vertex cover C which satisfies w(C) ≤ (2 +
30ε)OP T, where OP T is the weight of a minimum weight vertex cover.
Proof. The returned vertex cover consists of the vertices that were frozen in our MPC algorithm. When vertex
M P C ≥ T w ′ (v) ≥ (1 − 4ε)w ′ (v). By Lemma 4.6, this
v is frozen at Line (2(g)i) in some phase, we have yev,t
v,t
M P C ≥ (1 − 16ε)w ′ (v). Recall that w(v) − w ′ (v) ≥ 0 is the total weight of v’s incident edges that
implies yv,t
were frozen in previous phases. So we have
X
PC
MP C
xM
= w(v) − w′ (v) + yv,t
≥ (1 − 16ε)w(v).
e
e∋v

Note that this inequality holds as well for those vertices v that became frozen at Line (2i) or in the ﬁnal
centralized phase (Line (3)).
On the other hand, by Observation 3.1, yu,t ≤ w′ (u) always holds for all vertices u ∈ V high . Then by
M P C ≤ (1 + 6ε)w ′ (u) with high probability. Similarly, this implies
Lemma 4.6, we have yu,t
X
e∋u

PC
xM
≤ (1 + 6ε)w(u)
e

in the end.
P C /(1 + 6ε)}
Hence, {xM
e∈E is a valid fractional matching, and by the same argument as in the proof
e
of Proposition 3.3, we have
w(C) ≤ 2

X xM P C
2(1 + 6ε)OP T
e
≤
≤ (2 + 30ε)OP T.
1 − 16ε
1 − 16ε
e∋v

The rest of this section is devoted to proving Lemma 4.6.
In a phase, we say that vertex v becomes bad if it gets frozen in the centralized algorithm and not in MPC
simulation (or the other way around). Once bad, the vertex remains bad throughout the whole phase. If a
vertex is not bad, we say it is good.
M P C and y M P C
In order to bound the weight of bad vertices, we will show that the estimated values yev,t
v,t
stay close to the actual values yv,t during one phase of MPC simulation. Once we establish that, we can use
Lemma 4.8 below to bound the total weight of adjacent vertices which turn bad in a particular iteration.
M P C | ≤ σw ′ (v) holds for all vertices v that are active in both the centralLemma 4.8. Suppose |yv,t − yev,t
ized algorithm and MPC simulation. Then, v becomes bad in iteration t with probability at most σ/ε and
independently of other vertices.
M P C has to be on the other side of the threshold as y .
Proof. For a vertex v to become bad, the estimate yev,t
v,t
′
′
M
P
C
Call the eﬀective threshold Tv,t = Tv,t w (v). Notice that when |e
yv,t − Tv,t | > σw (v) it is not possible for
M P C , v might
vertex v to become bad. Therefore, only if Tv,t falls in the interval of size 2σw′ (v) around yev,t
become bad. Tv,t is chosen uniformly at random from an interval with size 2ε, this is equivalent to pick Tv,t
uniformly at random from the scaled interval with size 2εw′ (v). Therefore the possibility of v becoming bad
in iteration t is upper-bounded by 2σw′ (v)/(2εw′ (v)) = σ/ε.
M P C , we introduce an intermediate quantity deﬁned as follows.
In order to compare yv,t and yev,t
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Definition 4.9. For v ∈ V high , let
yev,t := 2m−0.2 · 15t + m ·

X

xe,t ,

e∋v;e∈E[Vi ]

MP C.
M P C , since x
where v ∈ Vi . Note that yev,0 = yev,0
e,0 = xe,0

M P C |, we use a slightly diﬀerent
M P C | and |e
yv,t − yev,t
Instead of directly calculating a bound on |yv,t − yv,t
notion introduced below.

Definition 4.10 (Weight diﬀerence). Let

X

diﬀ(v, t) :=

e∋v;e∈E[V high ]

And, let
diﬀlocal (v, t) := m ·

X

PC
|xe,t − xM
|.
e,t

e∋v;e∈E[Vi ]

PC
|xe,t − xM
|,
e,t

where v ∈ Vi .
M P C | ≤ diﬀ(v, t), and |e
M P C | ≤ diﬀlocal (v, t).
Note that |yv,t − yv,t
yv,t − yev,t

Now we prove the concentration lemma, which immediately implies a bound on yev,t − yv,t .

Lemma 4.11 (Concentration). Let 1 ≤ r ≤ m1.2 , and let U ⊆ V high be a random subset where each vertex
is included with probability 1/r independently. For any 0 ≤ t ≤ I and any vertex v ∈ V high , with high
probability,
X
yv,t − r
x(v,u),t < m−0.2 · w′ (v).
u∈U ;(v,u)∈E[V high ]

Proof. Denote wout (v) =

w ′ (v) 
d(v) (1

− ε)t . For every incident edge e = (u, v), we have

0 ≤ xe,t ≤ xe,0 /(1 − ε)t = min
Let
Xv :=

P

n

w ′ (u) w ′ (v)
d(u) , d(v)

o
(1 − ε)t ≤ wout (v).

u∈U :(u,v)∈E[V high ] x(u,v),t /wout (v),

which is the sum of independent random variables in interval [0, 1]. By the deﬁnition of set U it is clear that
P
E[Xv ] = 1r e∋v;e∈E[V high ] xe,t /wout (v).
By Observation 3.1,

Let

P

e∋v;e∈E[V high ] xe,t

≤ w′ (v) ≤ d(v)wout (v). We then obtain
d(v) ≥ r E[Xv ].
p
m0.65 d(v)
δ :=
.
r E[Xv ]

We use Chernoﬀ bound and analyze two cases:
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(1)

• If δ < 1,


P |Xv − E[Xv ]| ≥ δ E[Xv ] ≤ 2 exp(−δ2 E[Xv ]/3)


m1.3 d(v)
= 2 exp − 2
3r E[Xv ]
≤ 2 exp(−m0.1 /3),

where the last inequality follows from (1) and r ≤ m1.2 .
• If δ ≥ 1,



P |Xv − E[Xv ]| ≥ δ E[Xv ] ≤ 2 exp(−δ E[Xv ]/3)
!
p
m0.65 d(v)
= 2 exp −
3r
≤ 2 exp(−m0.4 /3),

where the last inequality follows from d(v) ≥ d0.95 = m1.9 for all v ∈ V high and r ≤ m1.2 .
√
As m = d > log15 n, we conclude that with high probability |Xv − E[Xv ]| < δ E[Xv ], or equivalently
P
|yv,t − r u∈U ;(v,u)∈E[V high ] x(v,u),t | < rwout (v) · δ E[Xv ]
m0.65
=p
· w′ (v)/(1 − ε)t
d(v)
≤ m−0.3 · w′ (v)/(1 − ε)t

≤ m−0.2 · w′ (v),
where the last inequality follows from (1/(1 − ε))t ≤ (1/(1 − ε))I ≤ m0.1 .

Corollary 4.12. For any 0 ≤ t ≤ I and any vertex v ∈ V high , with high probability,
(2 · 15t − 1)m−0.2 w′ (v) ≤ yev,t − yv,t ≤ (2 · 15t + 1)m−0.2 w′ (v).
Proof. The proof directly follows from the deﬁnition of Vi , Deﬁnition 4.9, and Lemma 4.11.
M P C stay close to each other, for every
M P C , and y
ev,t
Now we will use induction to show that, yv,t , yev,t , yv,t
good vertex v.

Lemma 4.13. For every 0 ≤ t ≤ I, the following hold with high probability for every v ∈ V high that is
good by the start of iteration t:
1. diﬀ(v, t) ≤ m−0.2 · 15t · w′ (v),

2. diﬀlocal (v, t) ≤ m−0.2 · 15t · w′ (v), and,

MP C − y
−0.2 · 15t · w ′ (v).
3. 0 ≤ yev,t
v,t ≤ 4 · m
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Proof. Note that Item (3) directly follows from Item (2) and Corollary 4.12:
MP C
MP C
yev,t
− yv,t = (e
yv,t
− yev,t ) + (e
yv,t − yv,t )

≤ diﬀlocal (v, t) + m−0.2 (2 · 15t + 1)w′ (v)

≤ m−0.2 · 4 · 15t · w′ (v),

and,
MP C
MP C
yev,t
− yv,t = (e
yv,t
− yev,t ) + (e
yv,t − yv,t )

≥ − diﬀlocal (v, t) + m−0.2 (2 · 15t − 1)w′ (v)

≥ 0.

In the following we will prove Item (1) and Item (2) by induction. Assuming the statements hold for
some t ≥ 0, we bound diﬀ(v, t + 1) and diﬀlocal (v, t + 1) by analyzing the evolution of weight diﬀerences
in iteration t, for all v that remain good after iteration t ﬁnishes.
t1
P C | > 0 for some e = (v, u), then we must have x
Old bad vertices: If |xe,t − xM
e,t = xe,0 /(1 − ε) ,
e,t
P C = x /(1 − ε)t2 for some t 6= t , that is, e was frozen at diﬀerent iterations in the centralized and
xM
e,0
1
2
e,t
the MPC algorithms, or e was frozen in one algorithm but is still active in the other . In the former case, we
P C | = |x
MP C
have |xe,t − xM
e,t+1 − xe,t+1 |. In the latter case, we assume w.l.o.g. t1 < t2 = t, and then
e,t
PC
|xe,t+1 − xM
e,t+1 |
P C|
|xe,t − xM
e,t

=

|xe,0 /(1 − ε)t1 − xe,0 /(1 − ε)t2 +1 |
|xe,0 /(1 − ε)t1 − xe,0 /(1 − ε)t2 |

1 − (1 − ε)1+t2 −t1
1 − (1 − ε)t2 −t1
< 3,

=

for small enough ε.
P C | = 0. If |x
New bad vertices: We now analyze the edges e = (v, u) such that |xe,t − xM
e,t+1 −
e,t
> 0, then it must be that u turns bad in iteration t (since v remains good), and we have

PC
xM
e,t+1 |

PC
|xe,t+1 − xM
e,t+1 | = xe,t /(1 − ε) − xe,t ≤ 2εxe,t .

By Item (3) and Lemma 4.8, each u that was good by the start of iteration t turns bad with probability at
most
4m−0.2 · 15t · w′ (v)/ε

PC
independently. Hence, by Lemma 4.11, the total contribution of such |xe,t+1 − xM
e,t+1 | in diﬀ(v, t + 1) is
with high probability at most

X

e=(v,u)∈E[V high ];
u turns bad

2εxe,t ≤ 2ε ·

4m−0.2 · 15t w′ (v)
(yv,t + m−0.2 w′ (v))
ε

≤ 12m−0.2 · 15t · w′ (v),
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where we used yv,t ≤ w′ (v) and assumed m−0.2 ≤ 1/2. Similarly, their contribution in diﬀlocal (v, t + 1) is
with high probability at most
m·

X

e=(v,u)∈E[Vi ];
u turns bad

2εxe,t ≤ m · 2ε

4m−0.2 15t w′ (v)
(yv,t + m−0.2 w′ (v))
mε

≤ 12m−0.2 · 15t · w′ (v).
Finally, combining the eﬀect of old bad vertices and new bad vertices, we have

=

diﬀ(v, t + 1)
X

e∋v;e∈E[V high ]

=

PC
|xe,t+1 − xM
e,t+1 |

X

PC
|xe,t+1 − xM
e,t+1 | +

X

PC
3|xe,t − xM
|+
e,t

e∋v;e∈E[V high ];
P C |>0
|xe,t −xM
e,t

≤

high ];

e∋v;e∈E[V
P C |>0
|xe,t −xM
e,t

X

e∋v;e∈E[V high ];
P C |=0
|xe,t −xM
e,t

X

PC
|xe,t+1 − xM
e,t+1 |

2εxe,t
high ];

e=(v,u)∈E[V
u turns bad

≤ 3 diﬀ(v, t) + 12m−0.2 · 15t · w′ (v)

≤ m−0.2 · 15t+1 · w′ (v).

Similarly we can show diﬀlocal (v, t + 1) ≤ m−0.2 · 15t+1 · w′ (v).
Reminder of Lemma 4.6. With high probability, we have
MP C
|yv,t − yev,t
| ≤ 6ε · w′ (v),

and

MP C
|yv,t − yv,t
| ≤ 6ε · w′ (v),

for all 0 ≤ t ≤ I and all v ∈ V high .
Proof. If v is good by the start of iteration t, by Lemma 4.13,
MP C
0 ≤ yev,t
− yv,t ≤ 4 · 15t m−0.2 w′ (v) ≤ 4m−0.1 w′ (v) ≤ εw′ (v),

where we used t ≤ I = log m/(10 log 15), and assumed 4m−0.1 ≤ ε. And similarly we have
MP C
|yv,t − yv,t
| ≤ diﬀ(v, t) ≤ 15t m−0.2 w′ (v) ≤ εw′ (v).
M P C −y ∗ ≥ 0, it must be that v became
Otherwise, suppose v turned bad in iteration t∗ < t. Because yev,t
∗
v,t
frozen in MPC simulation while remained active in the centralized algorithm in iteration t∗ . So
MP C
MP C
≥ Tv,t∗ w′ (v) ≥ (1 − 4ε)w′ (v),
yev,t
= yev,t
∗
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Since v was good by the start of iteration t∗ , we have
MP C
− εw′ (v) ≥ (1 − 5ε)w′ (v).
yv,t∗ ≥ yev,t
∗

Then by monotonicity of xe,t and Observation 3.1, we have yv,t∗ ≤ yv,t ≤ w′ (v), implying that
|yv,t∗ − yv,t | ≤ 5εw′ (v).
Hence, we have
MP C
MP C
|
|yv,t − yev,t
| = |yv,t − yev,t
∗

MP C
≤ |yv,t − yv,t∗ | + |yv,t∗ − yev,t
|
∗

≤ 5εw′ (v) + εw′ (v)
= 6εw′ (v).

Similarly,
MP C
| ≤ 6εw′ (v).
|yv,t − yv,t
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